Simply Charlotte Mason presents

Delightful Handwriting
by Lanaya Gore

D’Nealian
Handwriting lessons can be a delight the Charlotte Mason way!

**Rewarding**—Students combine letters almost immediately to write words.

**Simple**—The clean, minimal layout encourages focused attention, short lessons, and best effort.

**Rich Copywork**—Learn the letters, then progress to copying rich literature selections (the same ones used in the Delightful Reading program)

- *Rain*, a poem by Robert Louis Stevenson
- *The Dogs and the Fox*, an Aesop's fable
- Proverbs 23:4 and 5, a Bible passage

**Easy to Use**—The *Delightful Handwriting* teacher book gives you all the simple and effective instructions you need to be successful in making handwriting lessons a delight.

Student copywork books are available in two popular styles: Zaner Bloser and D’Nealian. One *Delightful Handwriting* teacher book is all you need to teach both styles.
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Rain
by Robert Louis Stevenson

The rain is falling all around,